Eulerian-Eulerian two-phase flow Large Eddy Simulation of sheet flows under waves
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Abstract:
Beach morphological evolution is significantly affected by the very energetic flow conditions associated with storms. Conventional morphological models rely on bed shear stress based empirical formulas for sediment transport. Most of these formulas have been developed for uniform and steady flows and even though a significant progress has been made, some mechanisms are still not well reproduced by engineering sediment transport models such as the occurrence of plug flows or the phase-lag effect for fine sand. In this contribution, we observe that the turbulence resolving Eulerian-Eulerian two-phase flow model is able to reproduce the mechanisms responsible for the phase-lag effect, which is associated with sediment burst events that occur near flow reversal. In future work, this methodology will be used to deduce the relevant dimensionless numbers controlling this phenomenon. In the long term, this approach should allow to develop more physically-based parameterizations for wave-driven sediment transport formulas for large-scale applications.
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1. Introduction
Understanding the different mechanisms responsible for initiation of motion, suspension, transport and deposition of sediments is essential to predict morphological evolution of the nearshore (LESSER et al., 2004). Our ability to predict sediment fluxes depends on our physical understanding of the underlying physical processes.

During storms, the undertow current generated by wave breaking and set-up induces a net offshore directed sediment flux responsible for the offshore migration of sand bars (GALLAGHER et al., 1998). During low energy periods after storms, sand bars migrate onshore (GALLAGHER et al., 1998) under the effect of waves skewness and asymmetry (ELGAR et al., 2001). Until recently, beach morphodynamical models were unable to reproduce the onshore sand-bar migration (VAN RIJN et al., 2011). Sediment transport experiments in U-tubes or water tunnels i.e. without free surface have been performed in order to characterize the effect of wave skewness on sediment fluxes (DOHMEN-JANSSEN et al., 2002; O’DONOGHUE & WRIGHT, 2004a & 2004b). This experimental data has been used to develop new sediment transport formulas under waves as a function of their skewness and asymmetry. With these new formulas, it is possible to reasonably predict the onshore and offshore sediment fluxes depending on the wave conditions. However, as the wave skewness generally induces a net onshore directed sediment flux for medium sand (d50~ 200 μm), DOHMEN-JANSSEN et al. (2002) have shown that for fine sand (d50~ 150 μm), the net sediment flux was offshore oriented. In that case, there is a phase-lag between the sediment flux and the local bed shear stress during the wave cycle, which is often called phase-lag effect. Particles are set in suspension during the wave crest and remain suspended during flow reversal. Consequently, they are transported offshore during the wave trough, generating a net offshore sediment flux (DOHMEN-JANSSEN et al., 2002). This phenomenon can be explained by the relatively small settling velocity for fine sand.

More recently, VAN DER A et al. (2013) proposed a practical formula to predict sand transport under the action of current and non-breaking waves based on a database containing more than 226 experiments. This formula is able to predict the sediment flux with less than a factor two in approximately 80% of the analyzed configurations. Even if significant progress has been made on beach morphological prediction, there is no clear understanding of the fine scale processes responsible for the phase-lag effect.

2. Eulerian-Eulerian two-phase flow model
In order to investigate fine-scale turbulent and granular processes under waves, a turbulence resolving Eulerian-Eulerian two-phase flow model for Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is used. In this framework, the carrier and disperse phases are both seen as continua. Filtered continuity and momentum equations for the fluid (Eq. (1) and (3)) and solid (Eq. (2) and (4)) phases are defined following:
\[
\frac{\partial(1-\tilde{\phi})}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial(1-\tilde{\phi})\tilde{u}_i^f}{\partial x_i} = 0
\]  
(1)

\[
\frac{\partial \hat{\phi}}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial \hat{\phi} u_i^f}{\partial x_i} = 0
\]  
(2)

\[
\frac{\partial (1-\tilde{\phi})\rho^f u_i^f}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (1-\tilde{\phi})\rho^f u_i^f u_j^f}{\partial x_j} = -\left(1 - \tilde{\phi}\right)\frac{\partial \tilde{p}^f}{\partial x_i} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j}\left(\tilde{T}_{ij}^f + \sigma_{ij}^{s, sgs}\right) + \frac{\tilde{\phi} \rho^s}{t^s} \left(\tilde{u}_i^f - \tilde{u}_i^s\right) + \rho^f (1 - \phi) g_i
\]  
(3)

\[
\frac{\partial \hat{\phi} \rho^f u_i^f}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial \hat{\phi} \rho^f u_i^f a_i^f}{\partial x_j} = -\hat{\phi} \frac{\partial \tilde{p}^f}{\partial x_i} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j}\left(T_{ij}^s + \sigma_{ij}^{s, sgs}\right) - \frac{\hat{\phi} \rho^s}{t^s} \left(\tilde{u}_i^f - \tilde{u}_i^s\right) + \rho^s \phi g_i
\]  
(4)

with \(\tilde{\phi}\) the filtered sediment volumetric concentration, \(\tilde{u}_i^f = (1 - \phi)u_i^f / (1 - \tilde{\phi})\) and \(\tilde{u}_i^s = \hat{\phi} u_i^s / \tilde{\phi}\) the Favre filtered fluid and solid phases velocities respectively, \(\rho^f\) and \(\rho^s\) the fluid and solid densities, \(\tilde{P}^f\) and \(\tilde{T}_{ij}^f\) the filtered fluid pressure and shear stress tensor, \(\tilde{P}^s\) and \(\tilde{T}_{ij}^s\) the solid phase pressure and shear stress tensors modeled using the kinetic theory of granular flows, \(t^s\) the particle response time modeled following the nonlinear drag law from GIDASPOW (1986) and SCHILLER & NAUMANN (1933) and \(\sigma^{s, sgs}\) and \(\sigma^{s, sgs}\) the fluid and solid sub-grid scale stress tensor modeled using a dynamic procedure.

The two-phase flow model called sedFoam is implemented in the open-source computational fluid dynamics toolbox OpenFoam (JASAK & UROIC, 2020) and solves the Eulerian-Eulerian two-phase flow mass and momentum equations using a finite volume method and a Pressure-Implicit with Splitting of Operators (PISO) algorithm for velocity-pressure coupling. The model has been successfully applied and validated against configuration of unidirectional sheet flow (CHENG et al., 2018). More information about consistency, algorithm and numerical implementation can be found in CHAUCHAT et al. (2017).

3. Two-phase flow simulations
Two experimental configurations from O’DONOGHUE & WRIGHT (2004a, 2004b) are reproduced using the two-phase flow model sedFoam. Both configurations, are idealized flow conditions of the nearshore environment performed in a U-tube designed to observe oscillatory sheet-flow. The flow conditions are the same for both configurations with symmetric sinusoidal waves having maximum orbital velocity \(U=1.5\) m/s and period \(T=5\) s. For the first configuration, medium sand with \(d_{50}=280\) μm is used whereas in the second configuration they used fine sand with \(d_{50}=150\) μm. The numerical domain is a rectangular shaped-box with periodic boundary conditions in the streamwise and spanwise directions and a symmetric boundary condition applied at the top.

Vertical concentration profiles at different moments of the wave period are presented in figures 1 and 2 for medium and fine sand configurations respectively. The two-phase flow
model predicts sediment concentration profiles in good agreement with experimental observations for medium sand. For the configuration using fine sand, the erosion during flow peak is overestimated compared with the experiments. Even if sedFoam does not provide quantitative results with fine sand, a qualitative agreement can be observed. Indeed, at flow reversal, the particles do not settle to the bed, a plateau can be observed at a volume fraction $\phi \approx 0.2$ in the experiments whereas the same plateau is observed at $\phi \approx 0.4$ in the simulations.

![Concentration profiles obtained with sedFoam compared with experimental results for the medium sand configuration.](image)

The fine sand is maintained in suspension during flow reversal via shear instability well-known in transitional flows. The phenomenon observed is responsible for the phase-lag effect. For skewed and/or asymmetric waves, fine sand remaining in suspension during flow reversal will be transported offshore during the wave trough potentially generating a net offshore sediment flux (DOHMEN-JANSSEN et al., 2002).
4. Conclusion
The turbulence resolving Eulerian-Eulerian two-phase flow model is able to reproduce the mechanism at the origin of the phase-lag effect and can therefore be a relevant tool to further investigate this phenomenon. Quantitative results are obtained for configurations using medium sand but only qualitative results are obtained for fine sand leaving room for improvement of the two-phase flow model. In a near future, this methodology will be used to explore the parameter space in terms of particle diameter and flow conditions in order to deduce the relevant dimensionless numbers controlling the phase-lag effect. This is the starting point toward incorporating this effect in sediment transport formulas for large-scale applications.
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